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Product N117  

Princess & the Pea

Dandelyne 2.2” hoop and chain
6” square of white linen
Embroidery needle and scissors
Super strong glue / E6000 recommended

Cosmo embroidery thread
114 pink
155 grey
255 navy
800 red
896 aqua
897 light aqua
324 green
702 yellow

Princess & the Pea



Miniatures.... the best things come in small packages, especially embroidered ones.

Pattern tips and notes for you...
- Be sure to read over all the instructions before stitching.
- Your sewing machine is not required to complete this design {Oh yeah!!!}
- Most stitching is completed with two strands of Cosmo embroidery thread, unless advised.
- Take your time, don’t rush!  Keep your stitching small to accentuate the detail in your work.
- Enjoy hand stitching, it really is a perfect way to relax after a busy day x
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The first step is to transfer the stitching design to your fabric by hand tracing with a super fine pen. 

      Please note: The circle around the design should 
      also be drawn onto your fabric but you are not
      required to stitch around it. 

      Once the embroidery is completed this 
      will be your cutting line to place into 
      your miniature hoop.

Transfer the stitching design to fabric

Princess and the Pea miniature

Princess and the Pea miniature

Running stitch
around fabric edge 
{details over page}
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Princess and the Pea miniature

1. Once your stitching is complete press well with a dry iron.

2. Cut out the design along the circle marked.

3. Using cotton thread and a running stitch hand sew 1/4 inch in from the edge of the fabric circle,
sew around the entire circle, do not tie off your thread.

4. Place the fabric circle over the centre plate and pull the thread firmly being careful not the break
the thread. The fabric circle will gather and tighten around the centre plate, knot well to secure.

5. Place the centre plate inside the miniature hoop and tighten the screw {do not over tighten!}.

6. Flip over your miniature hoop, place super strong glue around the  back side inner edge and 
along the inner edge of the backing piece. Position on the back of your hoop with the notch top and centre.

7. Leave glue to dry as per manufactures instruction, if necessary clamp to hold with clothes pegs.

8. Wear and admire your amazing work....... it’s miniature awesome, indeed!
  

Princess and the Pea miniature

Description  thread stitch

Bed frame & legs 897  back stitch
Pea   324  satin stitch
arms & legs  155  back stich / 1 strand
eyes & mouth  155  straight stitch / 1 strand
z   155  straight stitch / 1 strand
dress & hat  896  satin stitch
stripe on dress hem 897  satin stitch

matresses {in order of layers}:
navy   255  back stitch
pink   114  “
red   800  ”
yellow   702  “

COSMO thread and stitch guide

Stitching tip: Using an embroidery frame or hoop will
tension your fabric for perfect stitching!

centre plate backing pieceminiature hoop =


